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A b s t r a c t  

There is currently considerable interest in devel- 
oping multimedia digital libraries. However, it 
has become clear that existing architectures for 
management systems do not support the particular 
requirements of continuous media types. This 
is particularly the case in the important area of 
quality of service support. In this correspondence, 
we discuss quality of service issues within digital 
libraries and present a reference architecture able 
to support some quality aspects. 

K e y w o r d s :  Quality of Service, Data Quality, Dig- 
ital Libraries, Multimedia Data, Interoperability. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Building digital libraries 1 is one of the most 
important Grand Challenge problems faced by 
information professionals. The size, the num- 
ber, and the complexity of new advanced digital 
libraries is increasingly worldwide. New visual 
information in the form of images, graphics, 
animations, and videos is being published on the 
web at an incredible rate. However, cataloging 
and integrating this visual data within advanced 
applications is beyond the capabilities of current 
text-based systems. No tools or methodologies 
are currently available for systematically design- 
ing and developing advanced applications that 
integrate multimedia objects. This absence is 
particularly notable given the increasing number of 
applications that need to embed visual information. 

Serious exploitation of this mass of data is nearly 
impossible without intelligent software systems. 
Next generation of systems will rely on the abil- 
ity to store, access and reason about large volumes 
of multimedia objects (with a natural spatial dis- 
tribution). Building a global multimedia reposi- 
tory will solve many troublesome current problems. 
One such problem is the fundamental human need 
to obtain useful information as required. A model 
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1 Or mult imedia repositories 

of the process involved is desired. This enterprise 
is especially difficult; humans often have anoma- 
lous states of knowledge, which we sometimes in- 
terpret as needs or problems, but these are hard to 
characterize, depending in part on complex situa- 
tions of uncertainty, ambiguity, partial knowledge, 
and missing information. All of the artificial intel- 
ligence problems of the knowledge representation, 
natural language understanding, planning, learn- 
ing, etc. are in evidence here. This problem can 
be redefined in terms of computers carrying out the 
activities of expert librarians. A second problem is 
that existing information systems, and then digital 
libraries, have been built in isolation, using incom- 
patible methods. A third problem is that of scaling 
up services to handle large quantities of informa- 
tion, large information objects, and large numbers 
of users. Finally, the information overload prob- 
lem has a generalization in the problem of devel- 
oping suitable interfaces to digital libraries. How 
can powerful multimedia systems be used with large 
amounts of incoming information? How can work- 
stations coordinate the presentation of multimedia 
information to adapt to users' preferences, capabil- 
ities, challenges, styles, and tasks? 

1.1 Services and Digital  Libraries 
It is recognized that digital libraries represent a 
set of significant social problems that require hu- 
man and technological resources to solve. Digital 
libraries encompass two complementary ideas [4]: 

• Digital libraries are a set of electronic resources 
and associated technical capabilities for creat- 
ing, searching, and using information. In this 
sense they are an extension and enhancement 
of information storage and retrieval systems 
that manipulate digital data in any medium 
(text, images, sound, video) and exist in dis- 
tributed networks. The content of digital li- 
braries includes data, metadata that describe 
various aspects of the data, and metadata that 
consist of links or relationships to other data or 
metadata, whether internal or external to the 
digital library. 

• Digital libraries are constructed, collected and 
organized, by a community of users, and their 
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functional capabilities support the information 
needs and uses of that  community. They are 
a component of communities in which individ- 
uals and groups interact with each other, us- 
ing data, information, and knowledge resources 
and systems. In this sense they are an exten- 
sion, enhancement, and integration of a variety 
of information institutions as physical places 
where resources are selected, collected, orga- 
nized, preserved, and accessed in support of 
a user community. These information institu- 
tions include, among others, libraries, muse- 
ums, archives, and schools, but digital libraries 
also extend and serve other community set- 
tings, including classrooms, offices, laborato- 
ries, homes, and public spaces. 

The first idea emphasizes the fact that  digital li- 
braries are computer-based systems constructed for 
people to use and that  they are extensions of infor- 
mation storage and retrieval systems. The second 
emphasizes the belief tha t  digital libraries should 
be constructed in a way that  accommodates the ac- 
tual tasks and activities tha t  people engage in when 
they create, seek, and use information resources; in 
this sense they are an extension of physical envi- 
ronments. Both assert that  digital libraries are sets 
of information resources collected and organized on 
behalf of a community. 

1.2 Digital Library and Decision 
Support Systems 

During the past 25 years, great progress has been 
made in research and commercial applications of 
Decision Support Systems (DSS). Conceived orig- 
inaily as the application of computing technology 
to support decision making, DSS research focused 
on the implementation of tools from operations 
research. By allowing end users to state business 
problems in a higher level language and use soft- 
ware to translate requests, build suitable models, 
access required databases, integrate and execute 
models, and finally provide answers to the user, 
decisions can be made in a more effective manner. 

While there are still many challenges and oppor- 
tunities within this paradigm, significant changes 
have taken place in the environment surrounding 
DSS so that  radically new approaches are required. 
These changes are based on end-user demand 
and technological changes. Instead of focusing on 
highly structured aspects of company operations 
that  can be modeled using operations research 
tools, there is a need to analyze organization wide 
issues that  incorporate a wide range of knowledge 
representations and data  types. 

The growth of distributed computing and the emer- 
gence of research on the "digital library" provide 
new insights to DSS research [1, 3, 5, 2]. Since 
mid-80's, electronic documents have become more 

powerful and more widely available each year. The 
term electronic document has come to encompass a 
wide variety of knowledge forms including text (ref- 
erence volumes, books, journals, newspapers, etc.), 
illustrations, tables, mathematical equations, scien- 
tific data, scanned images, video, voice, hypertext 
links, and animation. In the mean time, digital net- 
works and the number of users are growing expo- 
nentially. The massive information sources avail- 
able on the network (i.e., the Internet) have formed 
the basic ingredient of a digital library. The digital 
library can be thought of as a repository of exe- 
cutable documents (e.g., equations, spreadsheets) 
that  has different part  scattered on different plat- 
forms across the network. The problem solving pro- 
cess can be tied to identifying parts of documents 
that  can be executed. Each part  is a model frag- 
ment that  can be composed with others to form 
an executable compositional model. When users 
retrieve information from the library as to a partic- 
ular query, an underlying system should be able to 
isolate the relevant model fragments, execute them, 
and return a sufficient answer to the user. 

1.3 Service Quality Management  

The concept of Q u a l i t y  o f  Se rv ice  (QoS) was 
originally introduced in computer communica- 
tions to mainly characterize data  transmission 
performance [6]. In (distributed) digital libraries, 
considering Quality of Service only at the communi- 
cation level is no more sufficient. Quality of Service 
is directly perceptible by the user who should 
have the possibility to express his requirements. 
Quality of Service management then becomes an 
essential end-to-end functionality that  the entire 
(distributed) digital library should provide. 

Quality of Service management on an End-to-End 
basis means that: (1) the user expresses her/his 
wishes on the quality she/he wants and the cost 
she/he is willing to pay, and (2) the system trans- 
parently operates in order to deliver the requested 
level of quality. This approach requires to consider 
Quality of Service not only at a specific layer, such 
as the network or the operating system layers, 
but at all the layers of the distributed digital library. 

At least, three different activities are identified in 
QoS management: specification, mapping, negotia- 
tion: 

QoS specification deals with the definition of 
the requested QoS level. This definition is 
made according to different dimensions such 
as time, cost or quality. It  should be offered 
through an adequate interface allowing the user 
to express how he perceives the quality of the 
provided service. As an example, a user could 
express her/his QoS level as the following state- 
ment: "I am interested with full-color videos 
that  could be delivered for less than 105 and 
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in a 40 s delay". QoS specification can be pro- 
vided by the user or by the application pro- 
g a m m e r s  for a set of applications. In both 
cases a specification language is required [7]. 

• QoS mapping occurs at the different layers of 
the digital library. Users perceived quality has 
to be mapped onto QoS parameters that  will be 
supported by the different layers. As an exam- 
ple, the previous statement must be translated 
into parameters values for resolution, frame 
rate and throughput.  

• QoS negotiation corresponds to setting up a 
contract between the different layers and com- 
ponents of the distributed digital library in or- 
der to satisfy the user's requirements. This 
function is in charge of finding a system config- 
uration that  should support the requested QoS 
and can be considered as similar to resource 
allocation in distributed systems. QoS negoti- 
ation leads to a commitment from the overall 
components concerning the quality level that 
will be offered. 

The complexity of QoS processing, requires to sys- 
tematically consider QoS in the different layers of 
distributed digital library. 

1.4 Linking Digital Library and Data 
Quali ty 

A possible link of the main components of a dis- 
tributed digital library (DDL) reference architec- 
ture to a formal model of data quality [8], is shown 
in figure 1. 
A closer examination of the quality factor hierar- 
chy reveals several relationships between quality pa- 
rameters and design/operational aspects of digital 
libraries. 

* The simple digital library concept itself allevi- 
ates the problem of access ibi l i ty ,  by saving 
its users the effort of searching in large, poorly 
structured information space. However, the is- 
sue of delivering the information efficiently, is 
an important open problem in the light of its 
differences from traditional query processing. 
In a distributed digital library environment, 
there is an increased need for fast query pro- 
cessing. 

• It remains difficult for DDL customers to in- 
t e r p r e t  the data because the semantics of 
data description languages for digital library 
schemata is weak, does not take into account 
domain-specific aspects, and is usually not for- 
mally defined and therefore hardly computer- 
supported. It is necessary to ensure inter- 
pretability by investigating the syntax, seman- 
tics, and reasoning efficiency for rich schema 
languages which (a) give more structure to 
schemas, and (b) allow the integration of user 
defined needs (functions). 

The Use fu lness  of data is hampered because 
it is hard to adapt the contents of the dis- 
tributed digital libraries to changing customer 
needs, and to offer a range of different policies 
for ensuring adequate timeliness of data at ac- 
ceptable costs. What  is required is the develop- 
ment of techniques and metrics for characteriz- 
ing the usefulness of a given set of multimedia 
data  in response to defined user needs. 

The be l i evab i l i ty  of data is hampered because 
the DL customer often does not know the cred- 
ibility of the source and the accuracy of the 
data. Moreover, schema languages (and then 
metadata) are too weak to ensure completeness 
and consistency testing. To ensure of individ- 
ual DL contents, it is important  to link rich 
metadata  languages to techniques for efficient 
integrity checking for multimedia repositories. 
Moreover, recent techniques from meta mod- 
eling and distributed software engineering will 
help to identify and maintain inter-source re- 
lationships. This requires deep integration of 
AI, image processing, and database techniques, 
building on experiences in view integration and 
maintenance, and meta-level integration of het- 
erogeneous databases. 

Lineage, simply put means the history of a 
data  set. By history, we mean the recounting 
of the life cycle of a data  set, from its collec- 
tion or acquisition, through the many stages 
of compilations, corrections, conversions, and 
transformations to the generation of new inter- 
preted products. Lineage then is that  part  of 
the data quality statement that  contains infor- 
mation that  describes the source observations 
or materials, data acquisition and compilation 
methods, conversions, transformations, analy- 
sis and derivations that  the data  has been sub- 
jected to. 

2 A R e f e r e n c e  A r c h i t e c t u r e  

An important long term goal of the Digital Library 
is to afford a massively large number of hetero- 
geneous classes of users (user groups), offering 
access to a massively large number of distributed 
autonomous resource repositories, in ways that  are 
seamless, timely, and economic. Before describing 
our abstract architecture we make the following 
assumptions about two important  entities: users 
and resources. 

A u t o n o m o u s  resource management:  The 
physical resource space would consist of a mul- 
titude of autonomous, geographically distributed 
Published Resource Repositories (PRR). For each 
PRR there would be an owning entity, managing 
the repository autonomously. Hence, for each PRR 
a management system called P R R  subsystem is 
assumed. Also, for each PRR, a published access 
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Figure 1: Data quality issues and digital libraries 

schema (PAS) is defined in the framework of 
PRR subsystem, and is supported by the owning 
entity as the schema offered to potential users for 
accessing that PRR. For several reasons, it can 
be foreseen that entities offering to share their 
resources, would continue to exercise autonomy on 
their PRR. Owing to autonomy, several types of 
heterogeneities, in terms of resource representation, 
storage, and access schemas, could exist. 

Mult ipl ic i ty  of  u s e r  i n t e r f a c e s :  Different classes 
of users, running different classes of applications 
would be concurrently accessing the underlying 
PRRs. The user-resource interface is a function 
of the class of users and the class of applications 
at hand, as well as the characteristics of the 
resources being accessed. Since the environment 
of the Digital Library is of such a scale, that the 
combinations of users, applications, and resources 
cannot be accurately identified a priori, it is simply 
impractical to have a single user interface accessing 
the underlying PRRs. Thus there is a need for 
supporting multiple customized (user, application, 
and resource dependent) user interfaces. 

Notice that the necessity for multiple user in- 
terfaces expressed by the second assumption is 
orthogonal to the first assumption of PRR au- 
tonomy. Supporting uniform integrated access 
implies that the design of user interface(s) would 
not be affected by constraints of Published Access 
Schemas of different PRRs. 

Our architecture (Figure 2) has three distinct layers 
: an Interoperability Layer (IL) managed by an in- 
teroperability protocol suite; a Resource Repository 
Layer (RRL) containing the different participating 
PRR subsystems; and a User Interface Layer (UIL). 

User Interface Layer  (UIL): The top layer 
(UIL) may contain any number of User Interface 
Systems (UISs) each customized to the particular 
specification of a (user, application, resource) 
situation. A UIS is correct, i.e. supported in 
the UIL, if and only if it relies on a set of access 
primitives (APs) defined and supported by the 
Interoperability Layer. The set of APs forms the 
interface between UIL, and interoperability layer, 
and is designed to enable the UISs to view and 
access a virtual integrated and structured resource 
space. A given user may belong to any number of 
UISs. A user accessing resources by way of UISs 
is called a Digital Library User (DLU), since his 
access is managed by the digital library system. 
We distinguish a DLU from a user accessing a 
particular repository using the associated PAS, 
since access activity is directly managed by the 
corresponding PRR subsystem in this case. 

In te roperab i l i ty  Layer (IL): This layer is 
managed by an interoperability protocol suite. The 
major role of this protocol suite is to define and 
support an appropriate set of APs. It effectively 
performs a two-way mapping between the actual 
distributed physical resource space containing 
the separate repositories and the virtual space 
represented by the APs interface. Additional 
functions would be to bookkeep and manage 
events of join-in/walk-out, add/delete resources 
to a repository, administer accounting, and the like. 

The interoperability protocol suite integrates a 
multitude of algorithms and tools, for organization, 
structure evolution, presentation and manipulation 
of both the virtual and actual resource spaces 
described above. Some examples are Hypermedia 
tools, Collaboration tools, Search algorithms, and 
so forth. 
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Resource  R e p o s i t o r y  L a y e r  ( R R L ) :  This layer 
simply contains all PRRs  and their associated P R R  
subsystems. Interoperabi l i ty  across heterogeneous 
PRRs in the RRL is accomplished by a contractual  
commitment of each P R R  to support  a set of re- 
source repository primitives (RRPs).  Specifically, 
the protocol suite of IL defines two sets of primi- 
tives at  the interface between the IL and the RRL. 
The function of these primitives is to enable the IL 
protocol suite to view and uniformly access a dis- 
t r ibuted physical resource space. 

2.0.1 C o m p o n e n t  Classes in Modular  D L  
T o o l k i t s  

Even within a group of similar l ibrary applications 
(e.g., welfare case management,  university geog- 
raphy depar tment  collections, digitized rare book 
collections), no two libraries have a sufficiently sim- 
ilar set of needs tha t  a monolithic l ibrary software 
offering will satisfy many people. Individual  users 
and individual custodians will have evolving views 
of what  they want. We must define and design 
components which each enterprise, and to some 
extent, each user can select and combine for himself. 

The software tha t  creates DLs will include at least 
the following module classes. Here we say "mod- 
ule classes" because each tabula ted  item in the list 
may be represented by several implementations to 
create different look and feel, or to provide different 
da t a  transformations,  or for different hardware and 
operating system platforms. 

A d o c u m e n t  s t o r a g e  s u b s y s t e m  is a re- 
source manager tha t  creates a l ibrary abstrac-  
tion implementing all the essential da t a  stor- 
age, retrieval, protection, communication, and 
search functions as primitive operations which 
do not  depend on the interpretat ion of the da ta  
handled. I t  is middleware tha t  integrates more 
basic resource managers,  such as database man- 
agers, video servers, cache managers, and file 
managers. 

A s o u r c e  s e l e c t o r  and fuser is an applica- 
tion enabler which part i t ions a query among 
as many libraries as the  query implies, calls on 
query managers to execute the queries, and as- 
sembles the results to hide those inter-l ibrary 
differences tha t  the user considers irrelevant. 

A search engine is a resource manager which 
accepts a query and returns item descriptors, 
but  not usually copies of the items themselves. 
There may be primitive search engines tha t  op- 
erate only on certain kinds of database  (e.g., 
SQL relations, inverted text  indices, ...) and 
also more complex search engines which par- 
t i t ion queries among simpler query engines 
and combine results using joins and selections 
which are beyond the simpler engines. Par t  of 

a search engine might be an external  query op- 
t imizer intended to overcome the performance 
problems inherent in multiple, separated li- 
b ra ry  catalogs. 

• A f i l t e r  s e r v i c e  is a separately programmed 
bi t -s t ream to bi t -s t ream transformation that  
can be linked into a resource manager  or an 
application enabler for functions like encryp- 
tion, compression, and par t ia l  object  access. 

• A p r e v i e w / t h u m b n a i l e r  is an applicat ion 
enabler which collects from one or more li- 
braries a set of small da t a  objects  ("thumb- 
nails"), or creates each such thumbnai l  from a 
l ibrary item, to present these to a user for se- 
lection. Each thumbnail  remains bound to the 
associated i tem so tha t  selecting i t  can be used 
to drive i tem retrieval or some other action. 

• A p r e s e n t e r  o r  r e n d e r e r  is an application 
enabler which prepares an object  for manipu- 
lation in a client machine, possibly assembling 
item parts  from one or more libraries. 

• Indexing tools, document analyzers,  and other 
tools to recognize pat terns  and structure are 
application enablers for creat ing search indices 
automatically.  

3 C o n c l u s i o n  

Quality of Service (QoS) is defined as a set of per- 
ceivable a t t r ibutes  expressed in a user-friendly lan- 
guage with parameters  tha t  may be subjective or 
objective. Objective parameters  are those related 
to a part icular  service and are measurable and veri- 
fiable. Subjective parameters  are those based on the 
opinions of the end-users. We believe tha t  quality 
of service should become an integral par t  of digital 
libraries and users should be able to query by re- 
quiring a quali ty of service from the system. In the 
framework of an NSF project ,  we are investigating 
formal specification languages for m e t a d a t a  and a 
prototype implementat ion based on the principles 
described in this paper .  
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